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Abstract
A technique has been under development for analyzing stabilit y properties of dynamical
systems in the vicinity of known periodic solutions. This technique, originally formulated
by Birkhoff, is directly applicable to the analysis of flight trajectories in cislunar and
interplanetary space, and will be useful in the study of other dynamical systems, as well.
The method, called "normalization", gives approximate analytical solutions in the neigh-
borhood of the known periodic solution, valid for all time and for arbitrary initial condi-
tions. The solutions contain nonlinear effects and are obtained without using numerical
integration. A ;cord i ng ly, there are no integration  errors . Qualitative rate-of-growth
estimates may also be determined.
Complicated arithmeilc operations in the normalization process are carried out on a digital
computer, using non-numeric or symbolic manipulation. Many of the computer programs
we have developed in the course of the normalization study are directly applicable to
other purposes requiring algebraic operations and differentiation of polynomials.
During this contract period, the first phase of our orbital Stability research program was
completed -- the capability to study motion near an equilibrium point of a conservative
Hamiltonian system. The second phase — the capability to analyze nonconservative
Hamiltonian systems near an equilibrium point — is near completion at this writing. We
hope to be able to continue this work and extend our capability to the study of periodic
trajectories that encompass the earth and the moon. This capability would provide an
essential tool for future mission planning in the post-Apollo era.
Anticipating the ultimate development of this mathematical technique for determining
stability properties of periodic trajectories that encompass the earth and the moon, we
have initiated a separate study, called the Orpheus Program, to investigate applications
of these periodic orbits to cislunar space missions. Initially, we have looked into space
flight safety operations using vehicles 'in cislunar periodic orbits. This concept appears
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very attractive, with rendezvous between Orpheus vehicles and Apollo or other manned
lunar vehicles possible in five hours or less. We expect that the extension of this Orpheus
Program study would demonstrate many practical uses for periodic trajectories in the next
:	 two decades.
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Review of Recent and Current Research
Since the beginning of this contract in April, 1965, we have been pursuing a research
program to develop techniques for determining the behavior of dynamical systems in the
vicinity of known periodic solutions. Such techniques will be directly applicable to the
analysis of cislunar flight trajectories, and will be useful in the study of other dynamical
systems, as well.
G.D.  Bi rkhoffl
 formulated a mathematical concept in 1927 for the study of dynamical
systems, based on properties of the Hamiltonian function of the dynamical system. Birkhoff
showed that it is mathematically possible to apply a sequence of transformations of the
dependent variables, the generalized coordinates p i ,q i , so that, at each step, the Hamil-
tonian form of the equations of motion !s retained. At the same time, the power series
expansion for the Hamiltonian function in the vicinity of an equilibrium point is simplified
by each successive transformation. An infinite series of steps would result in the elimination
from the resulting Hamiltonian function of all terms except those containing the products
p i q j
 of the generalized coordinates. This "normalization" of the Hamiltonian would permit
us to integrate analytically the normalized or transformed equations of motion near the
equilibrium point. In terms of the original variables, the corresponding solution would
then be obtained with the aid of the transformations relating the original and normal
variables. We thus obtain,, by this method, analytical solutions valid for all time and for
arbitrary initial conditions, provid3d only that the solutions remain in the proper neighbor-
hood of the equilibrium point. These solutions contain nonlinear effects, and therefore
yield information that linear or first approximation techniques cannot give. The advantages
of this method over numerical integration are quite clear. This is a general solution, like
a formula, with the independent variable, time, able to take on large or small values,
without the steps-by-step procedure of numerical integration. Accordingly there are no
integration errors, so this method will produce more accurate results than numerical inte
Birkhoff, G.D., "Dynamical Systems", American Mathematical Society Colloquium
Publications, Vol. 9 (1927) p. 74.
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gration. Finally, the normalization procedure enables us also to obtain estimates on how
fast a trajectory grows near an equilibrium point.
This procedure of Birkhoff can be applied to study motion near an equilibrium point of a
conservative Hamiltonian system. Birkhoff calls this the ordinary equilibrium problem.
An example of this equilibrium problem is the motion near a libration point in the circular
restricted three-body model of cislunar space. The procedure can also be applied to study
motion near an equilibrium point of a nonconservative Hamiltonian system having a periodic
Hamiltonian function. Birkhoff ref6i,s to this as the generalized equilibrium problem, and
an example of interest to us is a libration point of the elliptical restricted three-body
model of earth-moon space.
A case of even greater interest for space flight is the analysis of motion near a periodic
solution in a conservative Hamiltonian system. This would give information regarding
peHodi c trajectories of the circular restricted three-body model that encompass both the
earth and the moon. Birkhoff shows that this problem reduces, in a formal sense, to the
problem of generalized equilibrium. However, this reduction causes difficulties which
prevent the generalized equilibrium normalization procedure from being carried out.
These difficulties may be surmounted if we confine our attention to those motions near the
given periodic trajectory which lie on a surface having the same energy (or other integral
of motion) as the given periodic trajectory. With this constraint, periodic trajectories in
the circular restricted three-body model may be analyzed using B;'khoff's normalization
procedure.
Birkhoff's normalization procedure, already formulated and verified mathematically, had
to be implemented before it could be used to analyze space flight trajectories, or motion
i	 in other applicable dynamical systems. This is the task we have been working on.
Practical implementation of Bi rkhoff's normalization procedure dictates first of all that
only a finite sequence of normalizing transformations be carried out. The resulting solution
-2-
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will be approximate, but will contain the effect of as many nonlinear terms in the Hamil-
tonian as we care to retain. Moreover, the error incurred by ignoring the higher order
terms of the Hamiltonian can be estimated.
Secondly, the actual process of constructing the finite number of normalizing transforma-
tions and other algebraic operations, is so laborious, that to do the work by hand would
be impractical. Instead, we turn to high-speed computers and modern computational
techniques employing non-numeric or symbolic manipulation.
Proceeding in this way, we completed in October, 1966, the first phase of our research
program. That was the implementation of Birkhoff's ordinary equilibrium problem for the
study of motion near an equilibrium point of a conservative Hamiltonian system. The pro-
cedure has been completely documented for the general case, and in particular, has been
carried out in detail for thue motion near the L4 libration point of the circular restricted
three-body model of the earth-moon system. The details of this work appear in two docu-
ments attached to this report. The normalization theory together with the formulation of
the Hamiltonian for the circular restricted three-body model are contained in the document
"Finite Time Stability of Periodic Solutions of Hamiltonian Systems" by I.S. Bernstein.
This document is reprinted from NASA TM X- 53478, June 23, 1966. The complete pro-
gram description for the ordinary equilibrium problem, including the case of the L 4 equili-
brium point of the circular restricted three-body model, is contained in the document
"Birkhoff Normalization Process Program for Time-Independent Hamiltonian Systems" by
W.A. Chai and S. Kass. This document has been separately published by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, which has provided partial support for this research.
This documentation,or program description,is available to interested users for further studies
of this model of earth-moon space,or to apply to other conservative Hamiltonian systems
having equilibrium points. Later on, we intend to analyze motion near the libration points
2 Progress Report No. 8, Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth Seminar on Space Flight and
Guidance Theory, NASA/MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama
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over long periods of time and to determine stabi lity properties of such motion. Because of
limited resources, however, we decided to devote our present efforts to the development
of a computer package to implement the generalized equilibrium problem. By proceeding
in this way, we expect to achieve our first major objective earlier
	 that is, the ability
to analyze motion near periodic trajectories that encompass the earth and the moon.
With the experience acquired during the first phase, we have proceeded at a faster rate
with the second phase of our research program -- the implementation of Birkhoff's genera-
lized equilibrium problem for the study of motion near an equilibrium point of a noncon-
servative Hamiltonian system. The time-consuming work in this phase is the preparation
of symbolic computer programs for manipulating the coefficients in the transformed
Hamiltonian functions and in the solutions. These coefficients are now periodic functions
of time, whereas in the ordinary equilibrium problem they were constants.
Applications of this Research
There are many dynamical systems of practical importance whose stability properties are
unknown because there has not been a mathematical technique capable of doing the job.
The Birkhoff normalization method provides a tool for analyzing such systems, and can now
be implemented with the aid of large, high-speed digital computers. Dynamical systems
that have been waiting to be analyzed include the circular and elliptical restricted three-
body models of celestial mechanics. As a result of our work to date, we can now study
motion near the equilibrium points of the circular model. If our mathematical research is
continued, we will be able to study motion near the equilibrium points of the elliptical
model, and also determine the stability of periodic trajectories in the circular model.
This latter case has a direct bearing on future cislunar space missions that would use
periodic orbits encompassing the earth and the moon. If these orbits ore not stable, vehicle
thrust requirements may discourage or prohibit their use.
While developing this normalization technique for determining the stability of periodic
trajectories, we have begun a separate study to investigate applications of cislunar
-4-
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periodic trajectories to future space missions. This undertoking, which we call the
Orpheus Program, would ultimately recommend booster and payload configurations for
missions Such as:
Unmanned supply depots for replenishing manned vehicles.
Manned and unmanned experimental stations, for scientific research
and cis testing laboratories for flight equipment for later interplanetary
missions.
Manned and unmanned observation stations, including earth and moon
surveillance, weather observation stations, and satellite inspection.
Unmanned communication stations, and navigatio; stations.
Manned and unmanned space flight safety vehicles.
The Orpheus space flight safety concept has already been explored and appears promising.
Calculations indicate, for example, that an Orpehus vehicle can maneuver from its
periodic orbit and rendezvous with a stricken Apollo vehicle in about five hours, using
velocity increments attainable with an Agena/Gemini vehicle or an Apollo Command/
Service Module. Details of our preliminary results in this shudy are described in the at-
tached document "A Concept for Space Flight Safety".
Conclusions and Recommendations
The research carried out under this contract has been part of a program we have formulated
to determine the stability properties of periodic trajectories in cislunar and interplanetary
space. The first major objective of this program is to develop the capability to analyze
motion near periodic trajectories that encompass the earth and the moon. During the term
of this contract, we have gone more than half-way toward this objective. We have
successfully completed the first phase of this program by implementing the Birkhoff norma-
lization.technique for time-independent Hamiltonian systems near equilibrium points.
Results of this first phase contribute t o later developments, and also can be used independ-,ntly
to analyze trajectories in applicable dynamical systems. We have, in fact, conducted a
R
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preliminary analysis of trajectories near the triangular libration points of the circular
restricted three-body model of earth-moon space. The results indicate the advantages of
this normalization technique over eari"er, less informative methods of analyzing trajectories.
Solutions now contain nonlinear effects, are more accurate, and computational time is
greatly reduced.
The second phase of our stability program calls for the implementation of the Birkhop
normalization technique for time-dependent Hamiltonian systems near equilibrium points.
This phase is well under way at this writing. If ouM present efforts were continued, we
would anticipate completion of the second phrase with#; six months. We would then hope
to achieve, within another twelve months, the capability to analyze periodic trajectories
that encompass the earth and the moon. We recommend that this study be continued so
that this capability may be available to space mission planners at the earliest possible date.
We recommend also that mission planning for the exploitation of periodic trajectories be
pursued vigorously, along the lines of our Orpheus Program. Preliminary findings in that
study suggest that boosters and capsules already operational or currently under test can
perform useful missions in cislunar periodic orbits. To incorporate this capability into
the nation's space program as soon as possible, mission planning must be done now. This
would determine boosters and payloads, vehicle configuration and components. Selection
of the most useful periodic orbits for specific missions would also be made as part of the
mission planning study. Then when the Birkhoff technique is developed completely, the
final selection among these useful periodic orbits may be made on the basis of their
stability characteristics.
Both of these programs -- stability ancilysis and mission planning -- should be pursued in
parallel for the earliest exploitation of periodic space trajectories.
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Abstract
This study deals with finite time stability properties of periodic; solutions «f
Hamiltonian systems. It attempts to answer questions such as what tube of
initial conditions about the periodic solution will keep solutions in some pre-
scribed tube about the periodic solution over some prescribed time interval.
A theoretical basis for answering questions such as the one formulated above
was given by dirkhoff [ 1 I . However, to obtain actual numerical estimates
from the analytical theory requires a great deal of algebraic manipulation
even in the simplest of problems. For this reason, it was decided to employ
a computer and an appropriate computer language to perform the required
manipulations.
As an initial application of the mechanczation of the Birkhoff theory the
system chosen was the planar restricted three-body problem and the solution
chosen was a Lagrangian critical paint.
a
Bas i c Theory
Let H(x,y) be the Hamiltonian of a dynamical system so that the equations
of motion can be written as
A = Hy 
v 
(x, Y)	 x = (x1,...,xn) 
v - 1 ,... r n r 	 (1
Yv =-Hx (x ,y)	 Y	 (Y l l " " Yn)
v
and let x
v 
= cp 
v 
(t), y 
v = O v (t) be a periodic solution of (1) of period 27T.
r
	 To study solutions in the neighborhood of this periodic motion we make the change
of variables
^ x -0, Y - Y-^'•
Thorn (1) takes the form
.	
-%4
x = H-- (x, y, t)
yv
V -- 1,...,n,
	 (2)
n.
where H has period 27r in t and
v
w
H y (0 1 0,t) = H 
v	 v
(0 01 0110 = 011 v = 1,...,n.
Thus the origin is a critical point solution of (2). The problem is therefore
reduced to the study of solutions in the neighborhood of an equilibrium
solution of a Hamiltonian system with an explicit periodic time dependence.
A theorem of Birkhoff, [ 1 ] , is applicable to this problem.
Theorem 1	 let the Hamiltonian H (x,y,t) of a dynamical system with
an equilibrium point at the origin, be analytic in x and y, periodic in t
of period 27T, and thus representable in a convergent power series by
ro
v
vn+lH (xryrt) _	 av 11 v 2 r... v 2n (t) 
x  1 x2 ?..xn Y 	 y2r 
v I + v2+.'. ^+ v2n= 2
vn-f2 V 2
u..
= H2 (x,y,t) + H3 (x ,y 1 t) +...+ H  (x, y, t) +...
where IIk (x,y,t) is a homogeneous polynomial in x,y of degree k with
periodic coefficients of period 21'. Let the 2n characteristic exponents,
[ 2 ], associated with H2 be distinct and purely imaginary. As the system is
Hanna ltonian, they may be represented as, C3 ],
a
X 1 ,..., X n . -X 1 ,000 _>n.
Furthermore let the exponents satisfy
AssumEtion 1	 ml X 1 +m2 X2+...+mnXn +mn+1tt-0
for all integers m ! such that
n
0< Iml = Im,, s N z 3.I
i-1
Then there exists a canonical change of variables
X  w V ( ^0 ?1
 
/ t)
V = 1,...,n,
	 (3)
y  = 9  ( t, 71, t)
where f  and g  are convergent power series without constant terms in
the componen=ts of t and 71 with coefficients having period 27T in t,
'w
such that the Hamiltonian in the new variables has the form
H Q, 77, t) = H 1 (^ 1 '7 1 , ^2 71 2 1 ... E' n 77n )	 H 2 (^ . 771 t"'
where H 1 is a polynomial with constant coefficients of degree N if N
is even and degree N-1 if N is odd in the variables z  - v 77v' and
where H2 Q, 77 , t) is a power series in t VI ?Iv, beginning with terms
of degree N + 1. With H in this form the Hamiltonian is said to be
normalized up to order N.
y
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Theorem 2 (Special Case)
Let the Hamiltonian, H(,y), of a dynamical system with an equilibrium
point at the origin, be analytic in x and y and thus representable in a
convergent power series by
,bo
H(x^y) =	 a	 xL v I ,..., v2n 1
v I +...+ v2n= 2
v  v2 	 v  vn+1 vn+2 v2n
x2 ..01 
x 
	 y I	 y2	 ...yn
H2 (x .Y) + H 3 (x ^Y) +...+ H n(x,y) 4*0 0 e,
where H n(x,y) is a homogeneous polynomial in x, y of degree n with
constant coefficients. Let the 2n eigenvolues associated with H 2 be
distinct, purely imaginary and represented by
X i ,..., x n , -Ai,..., 'Xn•
Furthermore let the eigenvolues satisfy
Assumption P	 mIX I +m 2 X 2  + ..., + m n X n 4' 0
for all such integers m  such that
n
0 <`m` = ZIM i I -:, N	 3.
i =1
Then the conclusion of Theorem I holds. Moreover there is no explicit time
dependence in the change of variables (3) and thus also in the new Hamiltonian
AV
H Q., 11)•
The usefulness of this theorem is the following. If we are st , odying solutions
.w
near the equil l'brium point
	
= q = 0.,, then H is of h^gharorder than2 
ONO
H i and is discardad for *he xn+a►.ment. The ejoat lyOnA ti►rrt have the 4
iv  .- (H 
)'q 
(Z ) -;--.
^v 
(H 
1)Z
v	 v
.
^v - 
_ (H 1 ) (Z ) 
= - INv(H 1)z
v	 v
If we multiply the first equation by n V) the second by 
^v' 
and add, it
follows that
d
dt ( ^v J^v)	 Of	 v — 1,...,n
Thus, 
^v 
7? v = c  (constant) so that (4) becomes integrable yielding
P v = 4 v (0) e i (H dZ (c) t
v = 1,...,n,
rl v^ 
7 v 
(0) 
e 
i (H dZ (C) t
If we restrict ourselves to a Ir+rge finite time interval and a suitable region in
phase space it can be shown that the higher order terms previously truncated can
be made small so that (5) is a close representation to the actual solution in this
region. By use of (3) approximate solutions to the original problem may be
obtained. For precise statements along these lines see [ 1 1 and C 3 ].
Rather than prove this genera:! theorem we now illustrate how to carry out the norm-
F'	 alization procedure for the particular Hamiltonian describing the planar restricted
a'
t`	 three--body problem and take for the periodic solution a Lagrange critical point.
r
This problem falls under Theorem 2.
W
^
r
....-.a...ep.....r^.	 ..^'TM^^.rr+!M+^+r"...,,.. .'1^^^. ...	 _ .-,.-.v--.w---..^....-+-....r s...r...,..,,.y.....^,a,	 .^.r.......v....e....-m.+n.—..e_..-..	 .....	 ^ ^ ..•	 -	 +^. ......	 •,_..... ... .^............ 	 . _.._.	
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(d)
(5)
Application
The equations of motion for the planar restricted three-body problem in the
rotating coordinate System are
d2x _ w ^ ^ 2 
^ m ^ (X .^, x ^,	 m2 (x .w x2)
2	 wx	 ,
d` t 2	 dt	 rr^	 z
d2	 dx	 2	 m 1 y	 m2 y
-- + 2w -- = w y - ---- - .-----
dt	 dt	 r 1	 r 2
where the gravitational constant has been set equal to one.
If we set
dxU =
	
	 wy sdt
v = Yt + Wx
then the Hamiltonian takes the form
	
m	 m
H - I 
(u2 + v2) + ^^, (uy - vx)
	
	
1	 2- r - r
	
1	 2
If we set ( x 1 -- x2 == d and
	
d m 1 - m2	
_ 3d
7 m m b{ 1	 2
(6)
then the point
X
	
a t	 y = b,	 u = .. ,wb, v = w a,
is an equilibrium point solution for the system. We introduce dimension-
less variables; q 1 , q2 , p i , p2 , in the neighborhood of this equilibrium
point by
r - cwt, x a a + q 1 d, y = b+q2d, u = - wb + p 1 wd, v = wa + p2wd,
The H ami ltonian (3) is now defined in a neighborhood ;,)f the equilibrium
point q 1 = q2 r p 1 = p2 = 0 and takes the form after expansion about this
point
H = H2 +H 3 +... +Hm+...
where
7H = p 2+ 1 p 2 + q P -q p+ 1 q 
2
-k q 1 q2 - g q22 	()^	 2	 '^ 1 I 2	 2 1	 1 2 ^$ 1
	
__ 7r3k
	
3 + 3 T3	 2 + 11 ^k q q 2 + 3 F g 3	 (g)H 3	 ,s	 q l	 ^6 q l q2	 1 2 ,^ 2
37	 4 25k 3	 123	 2 2	 15k3 3	 4
4	 1i .	 H 	 q +yr q 1 2q - -6T q 1 q2 _	
q 192 
- I-ff q2	 (9)
M -m
with k = ^ ( 1 2m +
m 
1	 2
We now carry out the normalization of the Hamiltonian up to order 3 (N = 3)
for the Earth-Moon system. For this value of k the eigenvalues corresponding
to H 2 are distinct and purely imaginary and Assumption V holds for N = 3.
Fitt(
^M1
From (7)j H2 can be written as
2 1 *-Er
where r T= (q tr qtr P  p2) and
1/4	 - k	 0	 -1
k	 -5/4	 1
	 0
E-
0	 1	 1
	 0
^1	 0	 0
	
1
The equations of motion then become
' = (Fir) r + ...
where
F --
0 0 1 0
0 0 Cl 1
-1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0
As the eigenvalues of FE, h 1 , l 2 , - h 1 , - X21 are distinct there exists
an A such that
where
► ^	 0	 0	 0
	
+0	 x2	 0	 0
Q --
	
0	 0	 -x1	 0
	
LOO
	 0	 0	
~X2
Moreover A can be chosen so that
which guarantees that
r = Ar
	 (12)
is a canonical mapping and thus preserves the Hamiltonian nature of the system.
As the, equations of motion of the system in the new variables become
r = Dr + .
the Hamiltonian in the new variable becnmes
H 2 (q^^ q2f p 1 . p2 )	 ^.^ q 1 p 1 + ^2 q2 p2 + .,.
Ornitting the details, the set of all matrices that diagonalixe FE and are
canonical take the form
A = A i QS,
a ^
°2 a1 p^
b 1 b2 >
^2
(X1a1-'b1) (X202_b2) (XI a I - a 2 -;b 2
(a I	 1 b 1 ) (02+ A 2) a 1 + X 1 "2+ 12 2T
6 1 0 0
0	 _.
0 b2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1
A^ =i
Q
a
where
I
—1
6
1
	
=, X ' a l (11-4a^),
	 = 1, 21
A l being chosen such that (10) is satisfied and A l A so that both (10) and
(11) are satisfied. The matrix S nas the form
S --
s1 0 0	 0
0 0	 0s2
0	 0	 s^ 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 s2 1
where s  and s2 are fee to vary. As r is real, from (12) it follows that
we must guarantee that
Ar = A r
	
(13)
,^ 7
whore the bar represents the complex conjugate. It can be shown that if we choose
S 1 and s2 by
1 
^	
-6 
I
;2 = 
16 
,` ,
then a sufficient condition for (13) to hold is that
P 1
 ^gq1
(14)
P2
	 T2 •
Combining the above matrices, the, rrritrix A has the form
D
a1/16 1 I	 o2f 1 62 1	 -101/16 11 	 ia,2v * 162 1
b 
I 
i 16 1 1	 b2/ 162 1 	 461f 1
 
6 1 1 	 +i'G2f 1 62.1
(A1a 1 -b 1 ), j 1 6 1 1	 (>'202-b2)/1 62 1 	 - i ( 1^a =1^1 1 6 1 1 i ( ^a^72WI 621
(a 1 + X1b1 yr 1 6 1 I	 (02+>2b2W1 621
	
_i al +ai 1 W 16 1 1 i(a2 	 2)/ 1621
and normlizes the terms of second degree of H.
The Narai Itonian under (12) takes the form
r,
_^•^.	 -	 _.	 .^..,^.W.	 _^..	 .Yep.,_
'ft,
= X fP(A* ^w	 O%w P"O	 ~ V 1I., v^ v3^' v4H	 1 q 1 p1 + x 2 q2 p2 +	 9v 1 , 2v ,v3 ,v 4 q 1 q 2 p l p2
v1+C.„+v4=3
v 10'.. v2^ v3 v4
"Y.+ 	 by l ,v2,v3,v q 
1 q2 p 1 F2 +:
v 1 + V2+ v3+ v4= 4	 4
where (15) is obtained by substituting (12) into (7-9). This relotively simple
symbolic operction, however, is quite cumbersome when attempted to be done by
hand. It was done, though, for this particular model with the Earth-^f,* pan Con-
stants and will be used for checking purposes.
We now normalize the third order terms of (15). As we shall see Assumption V
for N = 3 is essential here. Let us introduce a canonical change of variables
by the contact transfrormati on, E 3 ] ,
_ ti av
4 k 	 qk + a'^k
k = 1,2
Pk = 7ik + aVk
where V (qk , 77 k ) has the form
v I. v2
 v3 v4I ,	 V =	 cv ltv 
^v 
^ v4q 1 q2	 1 772	 (18)1 2 3
v 1 + v 2+ v3+ v4 =3
(16)
(17)
We attempt to choose c	 so as to eliminate as many third-order
v 1' v2' V31 v4
terms as possible in (15). Substituting (16,17) into (15) we obtain
av
H = a	 1 • 
^2 , 2	 + ,^ (	 aV -	 a^V.-.. ) + x2 (•	 v	 ^^	 !1 1
	
2	 1	 1 OT	 1 7 1	 ^2	 r7?
(19)
+	 gv l v2v2` v3 , v4 ^ 1 v 1 ^ ^ 
v2
r'
 1 
v3^ 
2 v4+ term	 d'4.7.	
of d^^,:?rt^ ^^ & higher.►,
v 1 + v2+ v3+ v4 = 3
We note that V is a function of the old variables qk . By a formal proces. we
can solve for these variables from (16) and substitute for the qk in (19). moth
the transformation from old to new variables and its inverse may be obtained by
a formal procedure from (16), (17). Both lead to powers series representations
which converge in a neighborhood of the origin. Eliminating all dependence on
A
q  in (19) by this method, H takes the form
avQ In)
	
av Q, 77)i H	
^1 ^1 77 1 + X2 t 2 77 2 + X I (t 1 	 1	 ~ ^1
+ x2 (4 2 - V ( it-) °- 71 2 aV ( ,77) ) -+-
2	 ?72
gv v	 1 ^' 2 1 ?72+ terms of degree 4 & higher.
1'x'
v
3'
v
4
V 1 + y2+ v3+ v4- 3	 ^,
Collecting therd order terms in
	
v 1 ^
v2 r) 1 v377 2 
v4 
in (20) and using (13) we1	  
obtain for a typica l term
cv1 
0'v2"v3av4 [ x 1 (v l - v3 ) + X 2 (v2 - v4) 1 + 
gv l ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 .	 (21)
If the bracket in (21) doesn't vanish we can solve for c	 and
vl,v2,v3,v4
eliminate  the corresponding third order , term from the Hamiltonian.  But from
Fr
r.
,	 i
(20)
Assumption P the bracket cats vanish only if v 1 = vn l v2 N",
	However
this would imply the order we are dealing with is even. Thus for N = 3
Assumption 1 " guarantees al I third order terms of the Hamiltonian can be
eliminated by the change of variables (16,17). One must keep in mind
that although all third order terms are eliminated many more fourth order
terms arise from this process. These must be kept tract of for error bounds
and also if higher order normali zati ons are to be carried out. This has been
done by hand for the fourth-order terms of the Earth-Moon model and will be
used for checking purposes.
Following the same procedure as above, normalization of the Hamiltonian
up to degree s can be carried out if Assumption P holds for N = s. Let us
assume that the normalization has been carried out up to degree s - 1.
Then the change of variables defined implicitly by (16 - 18) with
V 1 + V2 + v3+ v4 = s preserves the norma I form up 	 to degree s - 1. As
before, collecting sth order terms in ^ 1 ^ 2^
^
 3^
2 41	 2	 leads to an
equation of the form (21). If I v 1 - v3 1 + IV 2 - v4 ( X 0 then
C
v 1 JV 2 )3 0v4 
can be chosen to el im inate  the corresponding sth order term
v
from the new Hamiltonian. Reasoning _as above, all sth order terms can be
eliminated if s is odd. If s is even then all terms save those for which
v 1 = v3 , v2 = v4 , can be eliminated.  W e choose the correspondi ng
c	 equa l to zero in this case. However these terms are formed
V11 v2' v3' v4
from products ^k n k and lead to an integrable Hamiltonian. It should be noted
that the complexity of the operation of normalization increases with s. This
manifests itself in keeping tract of all coefficients that combine to form a partic-
ular g
v 1 , v2 , v3 N
in (21) which in turn is a function of all previous
, 
normalizations.
7Returning to our original task, after third-corder terms have been eliminated,
the Hamiltonian takes the form
A
H (^ j j ^ 2 , 77 1 1 71 2 ) = ^1 ^1'71 + "2 42 ',2 ¢.
n
,	
2	 3v	 v	 v
by v v v ^1	 ^2 77 1 	 772 4 + higher order terms,
v 1+ v2+ v3+ v4 = 4 1	 3
Dropping the 4th and higher order terms the differential equations become
^k	 X k ^k
77 k =  X k rlk.
so that
^k = ^ k (0) e x k 
77k = 77k (0) a .. ^` kt •
it can be shown that if the initial conditions are chosen such that 77 k(0) = i (0)
then solutions in the original variables will turn out to be real. Thus, if we
invert all transformations, information about the original system may be obtained.
The error in this case comes in because of the truncation of the 4th and higher
order terms. It is intuitively obvious that this procedure will give better results
than a linear analysis. For in such a linear analysis the error comes in by
truncating cubic and higher terms in the Hamiltonian.
A computer program is being written to perform the algebraic manipulations
described above. This program is utilizing the I.B.M.  FORMAL language and
is being written for the I.B.M. 7090/94 computer.
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ABSTRACT
This is; a complete documentation (program description) of a computer package for analyzing
finite time stability properties of equilibrium points of time-independent Hamiltonian systems.
Using this package, approximate analytic solutions which contain nonlinear effects can be
constructed near these equilibrium points.
Three main programs constitute the complete package. The first program normalizes and
computes the generating ffinctions for a time-independent Hamiltonian in the neighborhood
of an equilibrium point, the second expresses coordinate transformations as teuncated power
caries, and the third program computes point-by-point coordinate transformations.
To demonstrate the procedure, this report describes in detail the application of the computer
package to the construction of solutions of the planar restricted three-body problem near
the h4 equilibrium point. Numerical results compare very favorably in precision with
values obtained by numerical integration. The computer time required for the entire norma-
lization process is only a small fraction of the integration time, however.
a
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Birkhoff Normalization Process Program BNPP is a digital program, written in Fortran
IV. The program originated in the need to set up a computational tool for studying finite
time stability of periodic and almost periodic trajectories in a wide variety of models in
celestial mechanics [ 1 a . This program basically consists of three separate sets of sub-
programs. The first one, NORHAM, which mechanizes Birkhoff's normalization process
for the time independent case, was originally developed by Dr. Fred Gusta yson of IBM.
In this program, the bulk of work involves multiplication, addition, differentiation of
polynomials in 2n variables. To do this, a multi-index mapping system is developed
which enables the program to store the coefficients of a polynomial in a one dimensional
array. This is accomplished by first representing a polynomial 0 of degree p in 2n
variables as a sum of homogeneous polynomials i.e.
(k4P (X , X , ... , X )	 _	 Z	 Yf	 (X , X , ... , X >
I	 2	 2n	 k=o	 z	 ^n
where
0(k) (x^, ... yx2n )	 =	 F	 C. xy i x^ ^...x2n
II^
.
 lI^
and
r (V31 V 2 , ... , V 2 n }
2n
V.i=1	 I
We notice here that the polynomial 1D
 
has (2np p) terms and (D(k) has (2nk ka-1)
terms where (r) = r 
t rr l r I are simply the binomial coefficients.^
In manipulating the homogeneous polynomial 4)	 we .deal only with its coefficients C.
s which are stored sequentially in the computer in a lexograph i c order on the index vector j .
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We define this order >> by >> I if the first non-zero constant of (j-1) is positive.
Under this ordering the coefficient C j , j = (0,0 1 ,,. 1 0 1,k) is placed in the first location
of the coefficient array, whereas C j , j = (1< 1 0 1 , .. 1 0) is stored in location m = (2n k k-9 .
The ordering >> defines a single valued mapping, say T, of the vector j onto the positive
integer m, i.e.  m = T(j) [2].
The second program, INVTP, is a program which performs the calculations to obtain the
explicit relationships between the old and new coordinates by constructing power series.
This program gives relationships between old and new coordinate systems as truncated
power series. INVTP uses many of the ideas developed in the IBM program.
The third program, INVTN; numerically computes the coordinate relationships to give
point-by-point transformations from one set of coordinates to another. This program has
been used to check the second program and also to provide a very efficient and accurate
way to numerically compute he solution.
As an application and check of these programs, the computer package is being applied to
obtain approximate numerical solutions of the restricted three-body problem; near the L4
point. The results of this study are also presented in this report.
2
IW
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11. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES
Complete descriptions of the theory of normal forms for the Hamiltonian systems used in this
program are found in references C 1 ], (2] . The major results are presented below. We
start by considering the problem of solving Hamilton's equations
aH
a y.
i = 1 1 2 1 6 on
aH
i	 ax.
with a Hamiltonian H(x1,...,xn, y1 ,00.yn) which is independent of time and has a
Taylor series expansion near an equilibrium point of the form
H(x i ,...x 
n / yti , ...,Yn ) _ H(2) + H (3) + ...+ H (k) + ...	 (2)
where H (k) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in the variables xx,... xn , yl ,
 
... 
yn.
Let the 2n characteristic exponents associated with H (2) be distinct and purely imaginary.
As the system is Hami Itonian, they may be represented as A. 1 , . . . , X n , -X1, R . ,^ r -Xn.
We say that a Hami Itonion function r ( ^ I , ... , P n , 7111 ... ra n) is in nor,mc^,-1 `%^ r pn up to
degree s, if
r = r, + r,,
where r , is a polynomial of degree ss/2 in the variables r i = ( 	 + 7 2 , and
r" is a power series whose terms all have degree s + 1 or higher in the variables ^i
, -qi.
The first step In implementing the problem of normalization of a Hamiltonian for a digital
computer is to construct a canonical mapping which will normalize H (2) . Since H (2) is
quadratic in x1i ... , xn , Y1d ... , yn we can write it as
H (2) = * r  E r
	 (3)
3
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where rT ... x	 ...i'^^ ^^	 n, Y^,	 . Yn)
and E is a 2n x 2n matrix. The equations of motion then become
r = (FE)r+...
where F = O	 -1n	 and in is an n x n identity matrix.
n
As the eigenvalues of FE, X 1 , ..., X n , 
_X 1 , ...,X n are distinct, we can fins' a
2n x 2n matrix A such that
AFEA=D
where	 ^^
n	 i
D	 -^
f	 A	
-fi n l
and	 a	 a
^.
	 in
A i 	 ♦
an,l	 g2n,2n1
Hence, by applying the linear canonical change of variables
r = As,
where
X
	
q^
P
xn	 q l
r =	 I	 and s-	 ,
Yl .	 P1
A
♦ 	 I	 s
Y n., 
	_ pn-
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
4
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the Hamiltonian H (2) in the new variables becomes
(2)H	 (q it . . . , qn , pl 1 00# 1 pn ) = '\1g1P1 + ... + Xngnpn
Since A 11 ..., A
n 
are pure imaginary, to make H (2) real, we introduce a canonical
transformation which takes (q l it ** & I q  pl, . . .
 1 pn) onto ( 411 .. • , 4n 1 171
.- • • • , 77n)
by the following relatiomhips*:
qk = 2^ (k + '77k)
	
k = 1,2,...n
	
(8)
Pk 	 k - '??k)2
Hence, H (2) now becomes
r	
2(2)	
i+	 ^	 1 2	 1(' 1, 0 0 01 tn, ?? , ..., 7 ) ^ - I [h	 -0(^ +	 ) +...+ >' ( ^ 2 + 77 2
	
1	 n / J
(9)
The equations of motion in (q if 0 0 0 1 q n , pl , 000 1 pn ) become
(10)
The above equations are now integrable if the higher order terms are neglected. The result
is a linear approximation to the equations of motion. To improve on the approximation, we
will apply a sequence of canonical transformations, each of wh'%h normalizes the Hamil-
tonian to one higher order. This normalization process, first introduced by Birkhoff [3 1 ,
Is carried out by the. computer. A brief description of this process follows.
*As r is real, from (6) it follows that we must choose (q k' Pk) in such a way that A s
is equal to its complex conjugate.
5
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Suppose H has been normalized up to degree s-1. We can introduce a canonical trans-
formation from the old variables (x,y) to new variables ( ^,i) ). This transformation is
given implicitly by
a W(s)
^k - xk +77k
k = 1,2,...n,
a w(s)_	 +
yk	 77 k 	' ,	 '
where W (s)
 = w(s) (xi " ... , xn / 7j x , ... 1I n ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
s. W (s) is called a generating function of the transformation. The idea of normalization
is to choose W (s) in such a way that the new Hami Itonian r ( 41, • • . 4 n , 7711 • . • Iln)
is in normal form up to degree s.
By making the above canonical coordinate substitutions, we have
a W (s)	 a w (s) _	 aW (s)	 aw (s)H (x1i ••• / xn / 771+ ax / ..•,??n+,^^ --^--) - r(xa' + ail ,•.• 1 xn + a^ 	/'Ia.O.••/'In)
^+ n
	
n
(12)
Expanding both sides in Taylor series yields
n a H aW (s) 1	 n 62H	 aw (s) aw (s)
H(x 1 , , .. /xn /^1 / ... ,fin) +k
 L ^k a
xk + 2
-1 k-I are	 ax. a k' + .. .
,_	 I	 i
0-1
(s)	 n a2 r 	 aW (5) aW (s)+ far aW + j ^= I' (x 1 , ... / xn Ali- --. 77    n) k-1
	
,^; 
k
-1 .^----	 "1-7 +.. .k	 k ! ,	 +xk a j	 ri k
I =1	 (1S)
Now write H and r as :ums of homogeneous polynomials
co
H-	 H(n)	 r - ^ r(')
-n^	 °	 - n i
b
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Equating terms of like degree in (13) yields
(s+N) _ s+N + n	 (N+2) aW (s) + 1 n n 62H(^'+4-S) aW (s) aW(s)r	 H	 k = a 
17k
	
axk 	 2-1 1L k=1 a17, alk 	 X
I 
B% ^'.. .
^ 
	
ar (N+2) aW (s)	 1	 n n 62r (N+4-s) aW (s) aW(s )
k.1 a' k 	 k	 k-^^,-1 ax. axk 	ask ark
N = 0,1,2, ...	 (14)
For N = O  the above equation reduces to
(s) _ (s)
	
n	 a
.	
W (s)	 (2) W (s)
I'	 H 
+ k^ ( al 	 ax	 ax	 a,^	 )	 (15)k	 k	 k	 k
In view of (9), this can be written
n	 aW (s)	 aW (s)
	 (s)	 (s)
	
k-; u`' k (77k a	 xk a^ ) r r _. H	 (16)
	
k	 k
Since W (s) , H (s) and r (s) have the form
W(5) _ 1;
	
x v 1 
...xvn 7'^ 1 n+1 ..•772n
v^+...+v,^n =Si v v2 ...v2 n	 1	 n
H (s) 	 +	 +	 _	 h	 xv1 ...x vn ^vn+1 ...^ v2n	 (17)
	
v ` S	 v ... V	 1.	 n	 ^.	 n...	 2n	
1	
2n
	
v	 v	 v	 v
and r(s) 	 r	 y	 x	 .. .x n	 n+ 1 ...17 2n
v1+...+V2n=s	 V_...V2n	 n	 n
Equation ( 16) defines a system of linear equations in the coefficients C	 c-r W(s)
v1...v2n
with unspecified non-homogeneous terms y
V V .r.V	
of the form
	
2 2	 2n
7
^i
1
I' a
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vn	 v 	 vn+ 1	 van n W 77kvk	 xkvn+k
vl+...+van=s 	 vl ... van 1	 n	 1	 n	 1 k xk	 77k
– ^ +	 +	 (y	 — h	 ) x v1 ... xv'' 771 	... vanV1 ..• van	 V1 
a
x o. Va	 v1Va...V a 	 1	 n	 	 n
n	 n
(18)
The above system can be diagonalized by making the canonical substitution
xv
 -
2 (qv + ipv)
v = 1 1 2,...n	 (19)
^v 2 (qv " ipV)
In terms of the new coordinates q v , pv , equations ( 16) and ( 18) become
	
i wk (qk a
	 pk a ) W (s) (q `p) 
= r(s) (q ,, p) --	 H(s) (q .,p)	 (20)k-1
	 qk	 pk
and
z +, ..+
	
– 
C	 [n i W (v _° v	 ) qvl qvn pin+1 p van	 (21)
v1	 . V 
an
v 1v2.
..vPan k-1
	
k k	 n+k	 1 n	 n
= L +.	 (Y	 --° h	 ) qv1 ...gvn pvn+1 ... pvanV1 ..+Van -:s	 V1...Van	 V1... Van	 1	 n	 1	 n
Collecting terms in q v11 ...qvnn pvn+1^ 	 . ..pv2nn	 in (21) we obtain for a typical term
C  v ... v
	
(F i w k (vk -° vn+ k) ) = yv v ... v	 ~ by v ... v	 (-22)l a	 an
	
1 2	 an	 l a	 2n
8
(24)ap
1
a 
P.
I
i = 1,2,...n
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It turns out that for s odd, the matrix (21) of this system is non -singular, so that the system
can be solved with an arbitrary non -homogeneous term, i.e.  We can find C 	 so
that (22) is satisfied with y	 =V 1 ...vin	 0 (<T' (s) 	0). For even s the matrix does
r
turn out to be singular. In this case, we can determine C
vi...van
with r (s) a polynomial of degree s/2 in the variables (q' + pak	 k
ficients. Thus, the new Hamiltonian is normalized up to degree s.
in r are then found from equation (15). This part of the calculati,
so that (22) is satisfied
with known coef-
The higher order terms
ons is performed in the
program NORHAM. Once the Hamiltonian has been normalized, we may write down the
approximate solution to the equation of motioi, in the new coordinate system as
i	 i0 cos u, i (t - t0 ) + 77 io sin W i (t - t0)
(23)
Ini
	
--^i0 sin ta i (t -t0 ) + ni0 cos W i (t- to)
i = 1,2,...n
To see this, we note that if H is replaced by the normalized Hamiltonian r , , equation
(1) becomes
where Pi = 
i^ 
+ n ^
	
r
Multiply the first equation (24) by 
^i and the second equation by 71 i , adding and inte-
grating,, we see that p i = constant; hence u, i =	 Pi is a constant (which depends on
the initial values of p i ,... , p n). Thus (23) is the solution to (24). However, in order to
useany information obtained from equation (23), it is necessary to invert the successive
transformations (11) and compose them so that the new coordinates ( ^,?j ) system can be
express,J in terms of the old coordinates (x,y) system and vice versa.
9
- -	 - .
	
-- -
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The task can be accomplished in two different ways. In the first method, we can obtain
Q,ri) as a power series expansion of (x,y). We write
• _	 Ck) (x r 	 7Y)	 r	 =	 77E	 (k)E 4	 (x rY)	 r	 (25)
I'	 k=1 	 k=1
	 i
where 4 ^k) and 77 (k) are homogeneous polynomials of degree k in (x, y) coordinates.
By substituting (25) in (11), we obtain
yi 
= 
1; 17(k) (xrY) +
k
v	 (k n.^r 1	 (k ) 2n
+ +
	
v C	 x 
	
^^	
1 ... x.^ i 1	 .. ,a ; n (-^ p ^' ) ... ley ^ n )
	
v z
 ... van =s 	 i	 v^... v an	 1	 i	 n	 rt	 1	 k	 nn
and
E t ^k) (xrY) = x, +
k	 o
(k) n+i _ 1	 (k v an
CE 77 n i ) 
	
(k 77n n
i	 n
(26)
3, 0 	v
	 (k^) n+1
vv +...4v =S vn+ i Cv ...IV
	
zz^.. K;n`^ (I 
rj1	 ) .. .
an	 an	 1
i = 1,2,...n
Equating terms of like degree in the above equations yields
Yi
(2) 
_	
(3) -
	 -	 (s-2) - Q
r (s^ l) = rv^
	
vi -1 v 	 vn+1	 v 2
i +. 2 
v V^!•	 .	 x	 y•Yx•	 X	 .YIy	 •••	 27
i	 .. n ^ e i... v2n i	 s	 n	 a.	 y n	 ()
• s ,,.k	 v	 v,	 v	 (k )vn+1	 (k } 2n
(	 ) 	 v. C	 x i .. .x. i - 1 ...x n	 ') ... (	 17 n )77i 	 v +... +^^ =s i v ... v
	I	 i	 n	 k	 i	 k	 n2n	 2n	
n
i+...+vn +k1vn+1 +...k i (vn+i _ 1) + ...knv2n=s+k-1
k i s s+k- i	 i = 1,...n
	 i = 1,2,...n
10
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Similarly, we can obtain the power series expansion of x,y in terms of ^ ,??, i.e.
x. =	 x^k) Q, 77 ) I y.	 y (k) C^ t7)	 i = 1,2,...n	 (2+9)
In actual practice, the power series expansions must be broken off at some point and the
transformations from old to new coordinates can only be given approximately in explicit
form. The calculations required to obtain the coordinate relationships (27), (28) and (29)
are performed in the program INVTP.
The second method of obtaining the coordinate relationships is to solve (11) numerically,
which gives the point-by-point transformation betv{een the sets of coordinates. This is
done in the program I NVTN by utilizing a stann'drd Newton-Raphson technique. In the case
of finding the values of new coordinate Q 77 ) system from the old coordinate (x,y)
system, one needs to consider the second equation of (11) which represents n nonlinear
	algebraic equations in 77 x , ...77 n	 i.e.
aw(s)fi (n, ... r77 
^^) = n i 
+ d
	
yi = 0	 (30)
I
i = 1,2,...n
Since the vaivi r.,s of (x, y) are sma i l , we can assume q i 0 = y i as starting values for th
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. In the neighborhood of ?7 i0 (30) can be expanded in
a Taylor series. Such expansions yield:
fi (77 1 0 + h l,, ... 
° 7a ,-^0	 h 
_	
afi0 	 h	 afn0- f i X77 10 , ... , 77 n 0	
+
)	 6 77 --^	 , + . • • +	
a`°Y"_"'°°" h n + • • o -0.
	
^	 n
r
If the variations h^, ..., h  are small, the higher order terms in hi can be neglected.
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Hence, the following equations are obtained:
af2'0	 a 
flo	
a fl,0
h,, +	 h2 +... +	 hn - - t^, 4
7-4-
(31)
a- "O h + - "^ h +...+ -- a h = - fa ^i ^'	 ^ ^A 2	 ^ ^1	 n	 n0n 
where 
fk0 = fk ( 77101 "M 1 7? n0 )	 r	 k = 1,...,n .
The linear system represented by (31) can be solved for the hk . These quantities are then
added to the original starting values, and the resulting sums are used as new values for the
next iteration. In the neighborhood of equilibrium point, this process converges to the
roots of the non-linear algebraic equations represented by (30).
Once Ill. ... 1 77 n are known, we can compute the corresponding values of 1 , . »., n
from the first equation of (11) .
The procedure for computing the values of old coordinates (X,y) from the new ones is iden-
tical. One solves for X 1 ,110 »Xn , from the n non-linear algebraic equation of the form
a ws(x,- )
Fi (X 1 r ... , Xn) = Xi -	 i +	 s	 0^i
i = 1,2,...n	 .
The (yl,...,yn) are then calculated from the second equation of (11).
12
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iIi. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
1. NORHAM
1.1 General
NORHAM mechanizes the norm p lization process of a time independent Hamiltonian
system in the vicinity of an equ librium point. The program computes the generating
function W (s) and performs the corresponding coordinate transformation so that the
new Hamiltonian I k4,77) is in a normal form up to degree s (as outlined in equa-
tions(II)to(22) ). The following routines are included in this program.
1) NORHAM	 Main executive program.
2) GEH2	 Subroutine to compute the Hamiltonian
H (k) , k = 3,... in the coordinates which
normalizes the second order H(2).
3) GEW
	
Subroutine to compute the generating function
W(s) (xry)
4) HNW	 Subroutine to compute the new Hamiltonian
H (k) , k = s+ 1,... in the coordinates (4,77)
which normalizes H(s).
5)	 DiES Subroutine to perform the operation of differen-
tiation of a homogeneous polynomial in 2n
variables.
6) CMULT Subroutine to perform the operation of multi-
(MULT) plication of two homogeneous polynomials with
complex (real) coefficients in
	 2n	 variables.
7) SUC Subroutine to compute the vector 	 .Jn+1	 from
J 	 where	 J 	 ^ (v1, 060v 2n )	 is the exponent
of the nth term in a homogeneous polynomial
of degree	 s = i i	 +.	 J n	is stored sequentiallyn
in the computer in a lexographic order.
8) LO CAT Subroutine to find integer n 	 corresponding to
the vector	 J 	 = (v	 . *I V	 ).it*	 2n
13
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1.	 Input Description
1 nAI^	 ^n I n Ip• AI	 M nt	 A I
The input format and quantities will tiow t'­) described in detail
1) ,Job Description Card (12A6) (JOB (I ), I = 1,12)
2) Normalization Control Card (715) N, IMIN, IMAX, MAXH, NHO, NW, IL.
N	 Number of dependent variables (position and velocity);
Ns 6.
GAIN	 Minimum order of the normalization process to be performed;
IMIN z 3.
I MAX	 Maximum order of the normalization process to be performed;
I MAX s 9.
MAXH
	 Maximum order to be retained in the Hamiltonian series
expansion;MAXH z IMAX.
NHO	 Number of non-zero terms in the old Hamiltonian series
expansion.
NW	 Number of non -zero terms in the generating function
(Active only when IMIN r 3)0
IL	 Input control for the linear transformat I^M. (Active only
when IMIN Y 3).
= 1 If linear coordinates substitution is not required.
Otherwise, the program will automatically read in A­
matrix (see input data card # 5) and perform the subsequent
coordinates substitutions which put the Homiltonians H(k);
k = 3 1 4, ... MAXH in the coordinates which normal!-M
2 nd order.
3) Bigenvalues of the linear system (complex form) (6FI0.6)
f\ 11 X 21 900 1
 X n^2 with	 Ala,	 X^	 .. .
4) Non-zero terms of the old Hamiltonian (total number of input data is specified
by NHO).
14
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a) Norma I Run (I MIN = 3) (1 OX, E 15.8, 612) C v I, ... v in , (v 2n 1 . R •vl)
C	 is a non-zero term of the old Hamiltonian
Y I , ... V 2n
H (k); k = 2,3, ... , MAXH of the form
H (k) (x ,Y) _ ^	 C	 x v l ..x vn y vn+ l...
	y vin
	
V +. . . + v 
2n	
V1 . ,^ . v2n 1	 n	 n
1=-Ic
b) In the case IMIN >3, use data carols HN(J) (old Hamiltonian) and W(I)
(generating function)which should have been produced by this program in the
previous run. (If not IMIN must be equa l to 3) .
5) A - matrix (IOX, 11, IX, 11, 2X, E 15.8) (I,J, A(I,J) }
A- matrix is a n x n matrix with real coefficient which maps (x, y) onto
( , 77) so that H (2) (x, y) becomes
r(2) (	 _
 n/2  W_ (^ 2 + 772	 - i	 i
I
where w,9 is real. (see equations (6), (7), (8) ). Note A. - matrix is not
required if IMIN >3 or IL = 1.
1.3 Output Descri ption
Results of this program will be the generating function W (s) (x,77) and the new Hamil-
tonian rQ, ,^). They will be p;-inted out after every normalization process. The
final results will be printed and punched on data cards. The user can take these cards
as input data to the program I NVT P or I NVT N .
Both W (s) (x,77) and rq,77) are printed out term by term sequentially in a lexographic
order as described in fiction 1.
1.4 Restrictions
The Hamiltonian function must be time independent.
2) Maximum order of the normalization cannot exceed 9.
1 5
r
_:
3) NORHAM will not compute the linear transformation which normalizes the
second order. This must be done by the user before entering this program. How-
ever, NORHAM will automatically make the subsequent coordinates substitution
which put the Hamiltonian H (k) , k = 3, . s . in the coordinates system which
normalizes the second order, (see subroutine GENH2 and input variable IL).
1.5 Operating Instructions
The program runs under the standard IBM IBSYS system. It requires no tape unit other
than the standard IBSYS input-output unit.
2. 1 NVT P
2,1 GoneraI
INVTP consists of two separate subprograms. The first one, INVTI,computes the co-
ordinates relationships between the old coordinates (x,y) system and the new coordi-
nates Q,77) system by analytically inverting the successive transformation (11). The
program follows the steps as outlined in equations (26), (2%) and (28), computes (x,77)
as a power series expansion of (x, y) and vice versa, i.e.
^ i	 ^ i(k) (x , Y)
77i = P 77 (k) (x f Y)K
and
i = 1,2 ,3
xi - k
Y i =
where
X (k) (4,77)
Y i(k) (^ :77)
(k )	 (k )	 (k )	 (k)i	 t	 xi	 d r'i are homogeneous polynomials o, degree k
16
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The following routines are included and required in the running of this program:
1) INVT i	 Main executive program.
2) 1 NVTA	 Subroutine to perform the calculation to analytically
invert the successive transformation (11) as a truncated
power series expansion.
3) MULTI.	 Subroutine to perform the operation of multipli,ation of
two homogeneous polynomials with real coefficients in
2n variables.
4) DIFFA	 Subroutine to perform the operation of differentiations of
a homogeneous polynomial in 2n variables.
5) SUCA	 Subroutine to compute the vector Jni
-
1 from J 
where J  = (vi, ... v2 n) is the exponents of the nth
term in the homogeneous polynomial of degree I I J I I-
6) LOCAT
	
Subroutine to find integer m corresponding to the vector
IT! -= (v l, ...,vin).
The second program I NVT2 numerically computes the approximated analytic solution
of the form
^i cos ua. (t — to) .r 77i 0 sin cu i (t — t0)
7 i = — ^ i Q sin Zi (t — to) + ?7i 0 cos w i (t — tO)
and transforms it back to the original coordinates (x,y) system by utilizing the
results obtained from INVT1 . The following routings are +ncluded and required in
this program:
1) I NVT2	 Main executive program.
2) TRAJC	 Subroutine to compute the approximated solution to the
restri ctp,d	 problem, near L4 (TRAJC is a problem
OrienTN-f(,i r(^ijfinet It should always be provided by the user).
17
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3) MATSOL
	 Subroutine to find inverse of nxn matrix.
4) NUMCTP	 Subroutine numerically computes the relationships between
one set of coordinates to another by utilizing the results
obtained from I NVT 1.
5) NU MC
	 Subroutine numerically performs the operation of evaluating
a homogeneous polynomial.
6) S UCA
	 Same as before.
2.2 Input Descrietions
A, INVT1
1) Job Heading Card (12A6) (JOE (1), 1 = 1,12)
2) Control Card (615) N, IMIN, IMAX, NW, ICE
N	 Number of variables.
IMIN	 Minimum order of the Generating Function; IMIN z 3.
IMAX	 Maximum order of the Generating Function; IMAX s 9.
MAXT
	 Maximum order of the power series to be retained in the
coordinates relationship computation.
NW	 Number of non-zero terms in the Generating Function.
ICE	 Input control for the coordinate relationship calculation
= 1 Find new coordinate (E,N) system in terms of old one.
2 (Normal Computation) Find Goth coordinates relation-
ships.
3) Generating Function Card (5X, 13, E15-8) (I,W (1), k = 1, NW)
W(i) is a non-zero terms of the generating function of the form
W(s) v1 	 vn vn+1 	v2n(x .^l) = . Z C. x1 ...,xn	 77%	 ...7n
where ! = (v i ...,v2r) and I is an integer corresponding to the vector j.
These cards are produced by NORHAM. The total number of C  to be input to
this program is specified by NW.
18
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b. I NVT2
1) Control Card (915) N, IMIN, IMAX,, MAXP, W- ,^ XT, ICE, NC, IPRT, LC
N
IMIN	 Some as before
IMAX	 If IMAX = 2 applying linear transformation only.
MAXP	 Maximum order of the power series retained in the coordi-
nates relationship computation only.
ICE	 Control for linear tra-,sformation
= '1 Input linear transformation cards
= 0 Skip input.
NC;	 = Trajectories computation control.
= k Numerically computes trajectories k times.
= 0 Computes coordinates relationship only
a) If MAXT < 0 find new coordinates in terns of old coordinates.
b) If MART <0 find old coordinates in terms of new coordinates.
IPRT	 = Control for detail print out.
= 0 Normal print out.
= 1 Detail print out in trajectories computation.
= 2 Detail print out in both trajectories and coordinates
relationship computation.
= 3 'Completed detai l print out.
LC	 I w)ut data contro l for coordinates relationships.
0 1 nput cards are requ i red (use data prod  ced by 'I NVT 1 °) .
= 1 No input cards (information is stored in Fortran logic
unit 0 and 1).
2) Job Description Card (12A6) (JOB (1), 1 = 1,12)
3) Coefficients of the normalized Hamiltonian cards (5X,13, 2X, E15.8)
0.1,r a2, ft i , As, A ... (see equation. (42) )
Total number of input coefficient cards is determined by the order of normalization
process (IMAX). These cards are not required if NC = 0.
19
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4) Initial Condition Cards (5X, 13, 2X, E 15.8) (I, XN (1), k = 1, N)
(XN(1), 1=1,...N)
First N/2 elements represent the corresponding derivative of the last N/2
elements. In the case of TP
	
(planar restricted 3-body problem) we have
tN =4
XNO) =y
X N(2) = x
X N(3) y
X N (4) = x
5) Initial starting time Card (5X,13, 2X, E15.8)
I DIME 1 -- not required if NC = 0
1 = a dummy variable
TIME 1 = initial time (second)
6) Computation time interval card (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
1, DELHS - not required if NC = 0
1 = a dummy variable
DEL HS = T ime interval between computations(second)
7) Perturbation Cards (5X, 13, 2X, E 15.8)
(I f XP (1), k = 1,N) - not required if MAXT = 0.
XP(I) represents the values to be added to the initial condition XN(I).
8) Linear transformation (Matrix) Cards (5X, 11, IIX, 11, 2X, E 15.8)
( (I,J, A(I r J), k1 = 1,N), 1<2 = 1,N) - not required if ICE = 0.
A(I , J) is ; he l inear  transformation which normalizes the second order ld (x, y)
(see program NORHAM )
9) Coordinate relationship cards (Produced by INVT' ) (These cards are required
if LC = 0) .
Two Types
(A) Forward transformation - given the value of old coordinates (x,y), find
the corresponding value of the new coordinates (x,77 ). These data cards are
identified by IC: = i in column 52.
20
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Note: These cards should be grouped in the ascending order of the Gen-
erating function.
Exam le:
First group	 W = IMI N
Second group	 W = I MI N + 1, etc.
(B) Inverse transformation. Given the value of new coordinates (t,77), find
the corresponding value of the old coordinates (x, y) . 1 hese data cards are
identified by IC = 2 in column 52.
Note: These: cards should be grouped in the descending order of the
i	 -Generating function.
Example;i
First group	 W = IMAX
Second group W = I MAX -- 1, etc.
10) Restart Control Card (15) - not required if NC = 0.
LOOP: Control for additional trajectory runs.
= 1 More trajectory runs with different initial conditions are required to be
computed. (CALL 'TRAJC' to read card No. (4),, (5) and (6) ).
Otherwise program will start next computation run by read card No. (1) .
	j	 2.3 Output bescripi ions
rr
A. INVT1
Results of this program are the coordinates relationship between the old coordinates
F^
t
(x,y) system and the new coordinates Q, ,q) as truncated power series. The coefficient
	
'j	 of the power series for each of the generating function is printed and punched in the
data cards.
The data cards are punched in the following format:
21
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CO L.UMN	 SYMBOL,	 DESCRIPTION
2-4	 TT	 Coefficient ide,-,tification
5-5	 K	 K th variable
7-9	 1	 Storage location (in a lexographic order)
11-25	 +O.xxxxxxxxE+bx Coefficients of the power series
3737	 W	 Generating function identification
42-42	 K 1	 Order of the generating function
47-47
	 K2	 Degree of the power series
52-52	 Ic	 Coordinate relationship control
1 G i ven (x, y) f i nd Q, ,q )
= 2 Given Q,77) find (x,y)
The user can take these cards as input data to the program INVT2.
B. I NVT2
The output consists of three basic parts:
(A) Norma l print out
(B) Detai l print out of tie trajectory computation (1 PRT ^-- 1)
(C) Detai I print out of the coordinate relationship computation (I PRT z 2)
Its description follows:
(A) Normal Print Out
1) Program constants (Binomical expansion table and gravitational constants)
2) Input data and trajectory parameters
a) Coefficients of the Normalized Hamiltonian
b) Initial conditions and control parameters
c) linear transformation (if ICE = 1)
d) Computed trajectory constants CR (i) 	 77i^ and frequencies
CK (i) = W 
3) Trajectory print out (fror;, subroutine TRAJC)
$YMBOL	 DESCRIPTION
IT	 print out point
22
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SYMBOL	 DESCRIPTION (Cont'd)
Hour	 Trajectory time in Hours,
YD	 Velocity of space vehicle in rotating frame
XD	 cantered at L4 in statute mi le/sec.
Y	 Position of space vehicle in rotating coordinates
X	 centered at L4 in statute miles
R	 x2 + y2 in statute miles
i
i
Angle 8
(B) Detail print c
Line 1 IT, (T,
where IT
T=
tan~1 (.) in degrees
►ut of the trajectory computation (from subroutine TRAJC)
pi ' P 2 / q I , q2)
print out point
time (dimensionless)
(P p 2 ,
 
q
	
trajectory in the new coordinate system
Line 2 IT, (R, V, RD), (VXY, THV)
ry
where IT = print out point
R = distance from L4 in Earth-radii
e °	 V =,velocity = x2 +	 in Earth-radii/hour
RD = r = RXV in Earth-radii
IR1
VXY = k2 + y2 in statute miles
THV = ton-1 (-Y-) in degrees
x
(C) Detai l print out in the coordinate relationship computation (from subroutine
V	 NUMCTP)
Line 1 (message) (print if I PRT ^ 2)
Order of generating function = k1
Degree of power series expansion =1<2
Line 2 (printout if I PRT >2)
23
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Position	 Symbol	 Description
6-»31	 Numeri~a l value	 Message
	
36-120	 (RT(l), I = 1,N)	 Numerical values of the power series
with respect to i th variables.
Li^ne^3 (print out if IPRT :^: 2)
(I , J) = + 0. xxxxxxxxE + bx
Numerical value of the I th coordinates in the (J-1th transformation.
2.4 Restrictions
1) Maximum order of the ;-lower series to be retained in the coordinate relationship
computation cannot exceed 9.
2) The dimension of the variable TT(in routine INVi 1, INVTA, NUMCTB and
NUMCB) should be restored to its maximum value (6,1716) by the user if either
I MAX > 5 or MAXP > 6.
2.5 Operating Instructions
INVT1 and INVT2 are written to operate under the IBSYS monitor system. The normal
monitor tapes are used for input (Fortran logic unit 5) and output (Fortran logicunit 6).
INVT2 uses C4 (logic unit0) and C5 (logic unit 1) as scratch tapes.
3. 1 NVTN
3.1 General
This program is essentially identical with INVTPexcept it inverts the successive trans-
.
formation (11) point-wise numerically by utili zing a standard Newton--Raphson iterative
technique as outlined in equations (27) and (28). The program consists of the following
routines:
1) 1 NVTN	 Main executive program.
2) TR.AJC	 Subroutine to compute the approximated solution to the
restri ;ted three-body problem near L4 . (TRAJC is a problem
oriented routine. It always should be provided by the user).
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3) NUMEM	 Subroutine to find the numerical point solution of the trans-
formation by utilizing a standard Newton-Raphson procedure.
4) DETC	 Subroutine to compute the determinants in the Newton-
Raphson iterative scheme.
5) NUMC
6) DI FFA	 Same as before.
7) SUCA
8) MATSO L
3.2 Input Descriptions
1) Control Card (915)
N, IMIN, IMAX, NW, MAXT, ICE, NC, IPRT
N	 Number of variables.
MN
	 Minimum order of thc- normalization process.
IMAX	 Maximum order of the normalization process.
If IMAX = 2 applying linear transformation only.
NW	 Number of terms in the generating function.
MAXT
	 Maximum number of cyclestobe applied to the initial
condition in the trajectories or coordinates relationship
computation.
ICE	 Control for linear transformation.
= 1 Input linear transformation cards.
= 0 Skip input.
NC	 Trajectories computation control.
k Numerically computes trajectories k times.
= 0 Computes coordinates relationship only.
a) If MAXT > 0
Find new coordinates frorr, the old one.
b) If MAXT <0
Find old coordinates from t -ve new one.
25
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IPRT	 Control for detai l
 print out.
Q Normal print out.
1 Detail print out in trajectories computation.
=2 Detail print out in both trajectories and coordinates
relationship computations,
= 3 Completed detai l print out.
2) Job d ^icription Card (12A6)
JOB (1), 1 = 1,12)
4) Coefficients of the normalized Hamiltonian Cards (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
«1. a ;a, AL , P2, #a . . .(see equation (42) ).
Total number of input coefficient cards is determined by the order of normahza-
Lion process (IMMIX). These cards are not required if NC = a.
4) Initial condition cards (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
(1 1 XN(I), k = 1,N)
(XN(I), I	 1,N)
First N/2 elements represent the corresponding derivative of the last N/2
elements.
In the case of TRAJC (planar restricted 3-body problem) we have
N=4
XN(1)=y
XN(2) =A
XN(3) = y
X N (4) = x
5) Initial starting time card (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
I, TIME 1	 not required if NC = 0
1	 Dummy variable (not used)
TIME 1	 Initial time (second)
6) Computation time interval card (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
I, DELHS	 not required if NC = 0
1	 Dummy variable (not used)
DELHS	 Time interval between computation (second)
i
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7) Oenerating function cards (produced by program NORHAM)
(5X 1
 
13, 2X, E15.8) (I rW (I), k = 1, NW)
I	 location of the coefficient
W(1)	 coefficient of the gic-inerating function.
Total number of W(I) is specified by NW.
8) Convergent factor card (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
I, E MAX	 required if NW > 0
(EMAX is used ' the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme)
I	 Dummy variable
EMAX	 convergent factor (normal value is 10
9) Perturbation cards (5X, 13, 2X, E15.8)
(I,XP(I) I k = 1, N)	 not required if MAXT = 0
XP(I)
	
value to be addad to the initial condition XN(I).
10)Linear transformation (matrix) cards (5X, 11, 1X, I1, 2X, E15.8)
(I,J,A(8,J), k1 = 1,N), k2 = 1,N)	 not required if ICE - 0
A(I,J) is the linear transformations which normalizes the second order H(x,y)
(see NORHAM program)
11)Restart control card (15) not required if NC = 0
LOOP	 control for additional trajectory runs
= 1 more trajectory run with different initial conditions
are required to be computed (CALL subroutine TRAJC: to
read card no. (4), (5), and (b) ) .
Otherwise, program will start next computation run by
read card No. (1) .
3.3 Output Descriptions
The output consists of three basic parts:
A. Normal printout
B. Detail print out in the trajectory computation (IPRT z 1)
C. Detail print out in the coordinate relationship computation (IPRT z 2)
Its description follows
27
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A. Normal printout
(1) Program constants (Binomial expansion table and gravitational constants)
(2) Input data and trajectory parameters.
a) Coefficients of the normalized Hamiltonian.
b) Initial conditions and control parameters.
c) Generating function.
d) Convergent factor.
e) Partial derivative of the generating function.
f) Linear transformation.
g) Partial derivative of the transformation.
h Com ute^l CR i
	
2 + ! and frequencies CK i 	 w.
(3) Trajectory print out (from subroutine TRAJC)
SYMBOL	 DESCRIPTION
IT	 print out point
Hour
	
Flight time in Hour
YD	 Velocity of spa,-,e vehicle in rotating frame
XD	 Centered at L4 in statue mile sec.
y	 Position of space vehicle in rotating frame
X	 Centered at L4 in statue miles
R	 x2 + y2 Distance from L4 in statue mile
ANGLE (0)	 tan-1 (y d/x) in degrees.
B. Detail print out of the trajectory	 (from subroutine TRAJC)
Line 1	 IT, (T, P2, P1, Q2, Q 1)
Where IT = print out point
T = Time (dimensionless)
(P2, P 1, Q2 1 Q 1) = trajectory in the new coordinate system.
Line 2 IT, (R, V, RD) , VXY, THV)
Where IT = print out point
28
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R = distance from 
`'4 in Earth- radii
V = velocity = 4 2 +	 (Earth-radiiAour)
-^
RD = RXV
	
in Earth-radii
VXY = x2 77-
 
 
in statute miles
.
THV = tan
	
4-) in degrees
C. Detail print out of the coordinate relationship computations (from subroutine
NUMEM)
(1) (Prin, if IPRT :2: 3)
VARIABLE	 DESCRIPTION
r-
Line 1
Li ne 2
or
Line 3
or
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6
- 2JVsRT(1), RT(2) 	 RT(i) _ aX.	 - 77 i + yi (Find 71di
- aw (S)or	 RT(i) = a77
	
- xi + ^i (find xi)
i
2	 R i- -aw(s) i = 1 2RN(i); RNO
	 NO = a x.	 `
(s )
RN(3), RN(4)	 or	 RN(i) = -	 i = 3,4
-0i
T7	 712	 Current values of 171 , 77 2 , (x l , x2 )
x^ , x2
XR (I , J)	 Numerical va l ue of I th coordinate in the
(J - 1) th transformation.
(Message)	 Numerical computation of the derivative of
the transformation.
RTD (i, j)	 aRT(i) (Find 77,	 )677 i
or	 a	 (Find x,y)
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VARIABLE	 DESCRIPTION (Cont'd)
Line 7	 IT, H(1), H(2), H(3)	 IT = Number of iterations.
H(i) = Increment with respect to the i th variable
in the Newton-Raphson iterative computation.
(2) (Print out if I PRT Z 2)
Line 1	 (Message)	 Degree of transformation IS
Line 2	 (I,J) = + 0. xxxxxxxxE I bx Numerical value of the I th coordinate in the
(J--1) th transformation .
Line 3	 Some as Line 1 of (1) .
Line 4	 Same as Line 7 of (1).
3.4 02erating Instructions
INVTN is written to operate under the IBSYS monitor system. The normal monitor
tapes cire used for input (Fortran logic unit 5) and output (Fortran logic unit (6).
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IV APPLICATION
The equations of motion for the planar restricted three-body problem in the rotating coordi-
nate system ora
1	 m1(x x 3,)	 m2 (x - x2)
- 2 w dt	 W 2
x .. _..,...^.^,... ... ._..........^.
dt	 r1	 r2
d2 dx	 2	 m1 Y	 may
dt	 r1	 ra
where the gravitational constant has been set equal to one.
If we set
U -
dx
 rat	 WY•
v = dt 
+ Wx r
then the Hamiltonian takes the form
MI
	
M:a
H	 ?- (u2 + v2 ) + W (uy - vx) _ ^-.,, _ -	 9	 (32)
r i	 a
If we set I x:, _ x2
 I = d and
d m 1 _ m2	 _,1d
a - 1 1m+ m^ "	 ,
then the point
x _ at y = b, u	 cob, v = Wa
is an equilibrium point solution for the system. We introduce dimensionless variables
T, q1 , qa, p1, p2, in the neighborhood of this equilibrium point by
T = wt, x = a + q 1 d, y = b + q 2 d, u = -cab + p1 wd , v = wa + p2 wd.
mj
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The Hamiltonian (32) is now defined in a neighborhood of the equilibrium point
q 1 = q 2= p1 = p 2
 = 0 and takes the form after expansion about this point
H =H(2)+H(3)+... +H(m)+...
where
(2) _ 1 2	 1	 2	 1 2	 5	 2
	
-f p2 +q PIP,  - g 1 p 2+ -9 q1 kg1g2- T q 4	 (33)
	H(3) - - 7 3k 
q 
3 + F3q2 q + l 1j 2 
k 
qi q
2 + 3^ 3 q 3	 (34
	
b^ 1	 16	 i 2 ^	 16	 a	 )
	
(4)_ 37 4	 25k 3	 123 2 2	 15k
	
3	 3 4H	 - -128 q 1 + 4 q1 q 2  -67- q 1 q 2 --	 -- g 1g 2 - TM, q 2	 ,35)
with k	 3 F3(
m 1 - m 2 )
	
1 1'	 2
We first transform the second order term H (2); this is nothing more than a diagonalization
of the linear system.
From (33), H (2) can be written as
H (2) = 2 r  Er
T
where r = (q ^, q 2 , p 1, p2 ) and
	
1/4	 -k	 0	 --1
	-k	 -5; 4	 1	 0
E-	
0	 1	 1	 0
	
-1	 0	 0	 1
The equations of motion then become
r`  = (FE) r + .. .
k
32
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where
0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 1
1	 0	 0	 0	 •
0	 1	 0	 0
As the eioenyoluos of FE, X i , X 2 , -X 3. , -Xa, are distinct there exists an Axsuch that
Aw 1 FEA 2. = D	 (36)
where
A,.	 0	 0	 0
0	 X2	 0	 0
D	 0	 0	 -X 0 i
0	 0	 0	 -X2
Moreover A,, can be chosen so that
A 1 FA,, = r `	 (37)
which guarantees that
r = Arr	 (38)
is a canonical mapping and thus preserves the Hamiltonian nature of the system. As the
equations of motion of the system in the new variables become
r = Qr + ...
the Hamiltonian in the new variables becomes
^0 	 _
H i r 92 I p^ 1 p2) = X 1 , p^ + Aa q2 pa + .. .
Omitting the details, the set of all matrices frhat diagonalize FE and are canonical take
the form
A,, =A2 A S
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where
A  -
M
al	 as	 al	 a a
b,	 by	 61	 6a
(X la l" b l) (X sl a2-ba) (X X ar 2
(a l+ X lbl) (aa+ X 2bQ) (01+ X lbl) (a:2 + Xaba)
,
b l 	 0	 0	 0
0	 as	 0	 0
® =	 0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 1
X^ a i
 (11-4a.),
	 I = 1, 2,
Ag being chosen such that (36) is sati,sfie4 i and As A a that both (36) and (37) are
satisfied. The matrix S has the form
I	
-
s l	 0	 0	 0
w
ID	 sa	 0	 0
S	 0	 0	 si t 	 0	 '
0	 0	 0	 SQ 1
where sl and I sa are free to vary. As r is real, from (38) it follows that we must guarantee
that
A r = Al r	 (39)
where the bar represents the complex conjugate.
E
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It can be shown that if we choose sl and s2 by
iS '' -1163.1
then a sufficient condition for (3^ to hold is that
a	 " i q 2 •
Combining the above matrices, the matrix Al has the form
Fal/ 1 611 aa/ 162 1 -iai3` 161 1	 1021 1 6 2
biv/* 16 1 1	 b2,/" 1 62 1 	 -isj 161 1	 +ig2,r 1621
(X).arbz v' 16 1 1 (klaa-ba)i 162 1 -i^^la^ 3r 1 611 i Aaa 2" b2 ^ 3^ ( 6A 1
(a l+X lb^V* 161 1	 (aa+kaba),f 1621 --i	 V"163.1 i a2+X;Rb 	 /-16;2  1
and normalizes th y- terms of second degree of H.
The Hamiltonian H (2) in the new variables becomes
A
c. H (q1F q2^ p1 ^a) = ^1 q1 p1 + X 2 p1 p2
Since X 1 , Xa are pure imaginary, to make H
	
real, we 'introduce a canonical trans -
formation which takes (,1 , q*2 , 'r1, 1'a) onto ( ^1, 2 , q 1, rya) by the fol lowing
relationships:
qX
f2
1qa 4-2-(2 -'i712)
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In view of equation (40))H(2) now  becomes
rya (^, 42, rig , 7aa) "'"' ^^`^ ( 2 2) '	 ha	 ( 2	 2^
The final canonical transformation A which maps (q 1 , qa r p2.• pa) onto	 ( 43, ,	9, rij., rla)
has the following form
..i
q, Re CF). Rea . I mI'23 Ima1,a ^1
qa Re bra Re 622 - I 	 a,g,3 Im aP4 42
f2 (41A)
PI Re a31 Re 63 2 -' I m'T33 I M 634 771
pa Re 64a, Re 0'02 Im a4 Im a, 772
where (a id ) denotes the elements of A 1 .which is defined in equation (41).
The "Hami Itonion (32), now takes the form
_ 2 rXl	 2	 r V1 V	 v3	 V4I' `" i^
	 "^ ( i + i )	 +V1 ^/2 -I~1/ j c3 gv v2v3V4 ^i 1 ^^ ??1	 77
I'
Mf'
V1 Va V3 V 4
V 1+V +V '}`V4 hv l v 2v v4 	t 1 42 71 1 772 "}' .. ,
Further; it is known 12 ] that if Xa /X 3.# O r 1/3, 4 1/2, ^ 1,
canonical transformation of the form
BW
i
i=1,2.
M (s) (Q %)77 	 77 i
I
The Hamiltonian may be reduced to the form
36
then by the
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(,^)-I=- (4 1	 2 is ( i	17i)
-r
+ A-S (ZI +	 + '772
w	 Oft-0	 .140
	
where the unwritten terms are higher than fourth order in
	 ^,, a , 771, ??a
The approximated solution to the equation of motion in the new coordinate system becomes
^i = do cos T. (t " to) + 77 io sin wi (t-;`)
i=1,2	 (43)
i^	 W 4io sin w i (t-to 	 + 77io Cos W 1 (t - ta)
where
W, = «1 + ^^ ( 10 + 7710 ) + ^^ ( X20 + X20)
a - «2+a (' 20 + n'Zo) +	 ( l0 + 10)
Of course, to find the solutions in the original coordinates, we have to transform (43)
using the constructed canonical transformations as outlined in equations (26), (27) and (28).
(42)
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As an initial check of the validity of the program, our results have been compared with
those obtained by numerically integrating the equations of motion of the restricted 3-body
problem. To assure the accuracy of these latter trajectories overa long period of time, the
integrations were carried out on an I BM 7040 computer, using a double precision fourth-
order Runge-Kutta procedure. The comparison was made for one particular set of initial
conditions (see Table below) and for a period of time of 400 days. During this time inter-
val, the trajectory ranged from 50 to 1000 miles of the L4 point. The results agreed to
four significant figures which was as good as could be expected in view of the fact that our
normalizing program was written in single precision. The numerical integration, with a
step size of .3 hours, required approximately 21 minutes of machine time. By contrast,
our program which computed the trajectory coordinates at 10 day intervals, required on l y
50 seconds for calculation of the 400 day flight.
DISTANCE FROM Lo w POINT IN MILES*
ORDER	 FLIGHT TIME (DAYS)
OF	 200	 250	 300	 350	 400
NORMALIZATION
2 (Linear)
3 rd order
4 th order
Runge-Kutta
Double Precision
(Numerical Inte-
gration)
571.89
572.69
572.69
572.69
414.72
415.69
415.68
415.69
586.22
584.80
584.78
584.
704.27
704.50
704.48
704.52
441.84
440.84
440.84
440.88
* Initial conditions in rotating frame centersd at L4:
x = 50 miles, y = 0, ^ = 0, y=0
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A. PROGRAM CONSTANTS AND INPUT DATA
A. Constants used in the planar restricted three-body problem
I. Gravitational constant of he Earth = 3.986032x 10 6 km3 /secs
2. Gravitational constant of the Moon = 4.9007589x 10 3 km3/secs
3. Mean distance between Earth and Moon = 2.38857x 106 miles
4. Constant angular velocity about the center of gravity = 2.6652648x 10 6 rad/sec
5. Location of L4 :	 x = 1.165274 x 106 miles
y = 2.0685623 x 106 miles.
B. Input constants and data
(A) NORHAM
1. Eigenvalues of the linear system
X, = 0.29814075 i
X 2 = 0.95452192 i
2. Non-zero terms of the original Hamiltonian series expansion
H (q r p) = H '2.) + H(3) + H(4) + H^5)
H (2) _ L pi+ . p2+q 2p^ - q, p2 + 8 q' - kqj 	 q2	 8 q2
with k = 3 r m-	 }} - 1.2674832
^ ( m j +m2 /
Note: The program assumes that H (2) has been normalized in the
following form
H(2) =.. ^ ( p i + q i) + Aal ( pa + q a )2
2) H'(3) = a,q1 + as qi q2 + a3 q 1
 q a + a q32
with
a 1 = - 0.42687267
a 2 = +0.32475953
a3 = - 2.0123997
a4 = +0.32475953
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3) H (4) = b,ai + b2 q-3 	 ^' ba a1 ria + b4 aaa2 ^' b^a2
with
by = +0.2890625
62 = +1.3202949
63 = -1.921875
64 _ -2.3765308
br = -0.0234375
4) H (5) = c 1 q1 + c 2 g1 as + c3 q1 q2 + c4 q 1 a2 + cs q i a2 + ^q2
with
c l _ +0.087661352
C2 = -1.8891972
C3 = -1.338861
C4 _ +4.6684182
c a W +2.1153065
c8 = -0.22327217
3. Linear transformation A (equation (41A) )
A is a real 4x4  matrix which normalizes H(2) in a real norma i `brm . Let
A = ,2 (a i i ) where
a jL _ +3.088723
a 12 = +2.0069254
a,3 = +0.0
0 14 _ +0.0
a 2 l = -1.6738316
a22 =	 0.80469914
a,% = -0.78744622
a 24 = +1.2120066
	
a3i = + 1.6738316	 C141 = +2.8539533
	
a32 = +0.80469914	 a42 = +0.85003865
	
a33 = -0.13342801	 a ^ = +0.49903740
	
a34 = +0.70364779	 a44 = - 0. 76810295
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(B)I,^?
Coefficients of the generating functions (punched by NORHAM).
(C) I idVT2
I. Coefficients of the normalized Hamiltonian r Q,77)
2
4 1
(Output from NORHAM)
where
U =
«2 -
^a =
-0.14907038
+0.47726096
+0.07684549
40.027950260
-0.43821049
2. Transformation cards (punched by I NVT 1)
(D) I NVTN
1. Coefficients of the normalized Hamiltonian r (^,7,) (some as above).
2. Coefficients of the generating functions (punched by NORHAM).
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BASIC FLOW CHART OF THE NORMALIZATION PROCESS
Problem Formulation	 Prepared by the User
1. Expands Hamiltonian as truncated Taylor series near point of
equilibrium
H (x , Y) = H(2) + H(3) + ...- H(k)
2, Normalizes H (1 ) by a canonical transformation A = (ai.)
I
H(2) , H(3) , ... H(k'
A = Aa„ N
Normalization Process 	 NORHAM
1. Computes the generating function W (s) (Xr77
2. Computes the new Hamiltonian r q,77)
r
	
W
Trajectories Computation TRAJC
^i = ^iosinWit+?7io cos c3it
7 
i_` #- i o cos w i t+ ^ i o sin w i ts
Coordinate Relationships Computation
NVTP	 I NVTN
aW (s)
^i = x i + an.i
+ a W (s)
Yi 77 i 3X.
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AbstractK
Manned or unmanned space vehicles performinp
routine missions while coasting ar ►
 poricdic orblt^, that
encompass the earth and the moon may be used to save
astronauts whose space vehicles encounter embrgency
situations on the way to the moon. The launching of
a manned paco R•ehiclo, such as an Apollo, would be
t1rood to inure that the Apollo trajectory between the
earth and the moon would always be "close enough" to
a rescue vehicle's orbit in case the Apollo  needs help.
Preliminary calculations indicate that a rescue vehicle
can be so prepositioned in a periodic orbit encompassing
the earth and the moon that upon re-eipt of the Apollo
distress signal, the rescue vehicle con leave Its orbit and
rendezvous with the Apollo in three to ten hours or less,
It is possible that this rescue operation can be achieved
wlth boosters and capsules that are currently operotivixfti
or under test.
Introduction
Since the Gemini 8 flight in March, 1966, space
flight safety and space rescue have become topics of
public concern. Early newspaper articles conveyed the
picture of rescue being accomplished by launching a
second vehicle after the first vehicle is in trouble. The
second vehicle would then rendezvous with the disabled
craft and would supply life support equipment, thrust and
additional assistance required to effect the rescue. It
has already become apparent to most investigators that
this concept has disadvantages even for rescuing vehicles
from nee ►•-earth orbits, such as the Gemini flights. These
disadvantages include the lack of available launch pads,
the cost and difficulty of maintaining a standby alert at
the launch pad, uncertain weather conditions at the time
of the crisis, and time spent In launch,injection into orbit,
and tracking, prior to starting the "closing" maneuvers.
Obviously, this concept would not be effective in rescu-
ing a manned space vehicle that encounters serious
trouble half way to the moon. Such a vehicle is about
30 hours into it's mission and, therefore, at least 30 hours
away from a vehicle which is not yet launched. That
would be a long wait for someone whose life support
system has partially failed 
Another idea that is currently ,ec:eiving attention
is for the manned space vehicle to carry a "lifeboat" -- a
self-contained escape system capable of reentry or at
least capable of protecting the astronauts in orbit until a
rescue ship can arrive from ear!-h. For catastrophic situa-
tions that require the astronauts to leave the space craft
immediately, there is no substitute for a lifeboat of some
type, either rigid or inflatable, that will sustain one or
more persons temporarily. On the other hand, there will
be abort situations where the astronauts can remain on
board the space craft while waiting for help. By analogy,
if an ocean liner loses its main propulsion, the passengers
don't necessarily abandon ship and risk the perils of smaller,
lifeboats. Just as lifeboats on ocean vessels have a signi-
ficant role in life-saving operations at sea, so, in all
probability, will lifeboats on manned space vehicles have
an Important role in space flight safety. That role must
be properly defined, however, and integrated into the
entire space flight safety operation.
The concept of returning directly to the earth from
the m?dcoursa , agion of a lunar mission, in thl event of
an abort, has been studied in detail by ` , 'ASA and appears
foasibly using manual guidance tochnig p rt. The abort tra-
jectories wore sale #-' 1 to land at selected sites on the
earth,using the fu,, , ,	 ailohlL: on board the space vehicle.
The time required for return to the earth is appreciable.
For example, using an impulsive velocity increment of
about 6000 feet per second, the return trip to earth from a
range of 155,000 miles requires 48 hours. This direct
return concept, despite the long return trip times, will
also play a role in space flight safety, but that role mt ►st
be properly assigned. If the manned space craft or the
astronauts need immediate assistance, say in three or four
hours, then direct return to the earth is not the way to
help. After the immediate assistance Is provided, direct
return may be desired. Even then, that maneuver will
terminate the original mission, so the use of direct return
flights should be considered judiciously.
Along similar lines, all Apollo trajectories for manned
lunar flights are being designed to pass around the moon
and return to the vicinity of the earth on what is called a
free return trajectory. This is a safety precaution. If all
goes well on the flight to the moon, the Apollo will maneu-
ver into an orbit about the moon when it reaches the
vicinity of the moon. If something goes wrong, however,
and the lunar mission is "scrubbed", the Apollo vehicle
may remain in its free return trajectory and coast back to
earth, using only enough thrust to make navigational ad-
justments. This concept, too, plays a role in space flight
safety. Again, however, the Apollo is on its own, and
the free return trip is a long trip — perhaps twice as long
as the outward trip from the earth to the moon. So free
return to the earth must also be judiciously coordinated
into the overall space flight safety operation.
A satisfactory space flight safety operation requires,
first of all, that the astronauts be protected in space and
returned safely to earth. Successful completion of their
planned mission is of secondary importance compared to
the astronauts' safety, but is certainly desirable if at all
possible, and rescue concepts should consider the possible
continuation of manned miss,ons following abort situations.
A significant factor in all safety operations will be the
cost, and this may prove to be the determining factor. A
space flight safety operation that is an adjunct to other
space missions will have strong economic advantages,
especially if the safety operation has the carability to
repair a disabled space vehicle in flight, thereby permit-
ting continuation of the original mission.
This paper is a preliminary report of an exploratory
study of a siace flight safety concept which is based on
the utilization of manned or unmanned space vehicles pro-
positioned In periodic space flight trajectories on routine
mlasion assignments. A periodic trojoctGry is a trajectory
which repeats Its motion at regular intervals. The fvf,,do-
mental Idea behind the concept is to provide outside assis-
tance to a manned space craft such as an Apollo as quickly
as passible, using vehicles already in space. Responsibility
for spozific space flight safety operations would be assigned
to various vehicles In the periodic trajectories.
This investigation of space flight safety is one part of
a large program we propose fct the exploitation of periodic
space flight trajectories. We have named this large pro-
gram the ORPHEUS PROGRAM. The Orpheus Program, as
we now envislon it, will consist first of a half-doxon or
more separate projects, each investigating the applicability
of periodic space trajectories to a specific space mission,
One Orpheus project, already und"oy, is space flight
safety. Another will be called +:,o communicotion station
project, and others will be the experimental station project,
the observation station project, the supply depot project,
and so forth. The second stop in the Orpheus Program will
be the coordination of thane projects for the purpose of
planning joint missions, wherein one vehicle in a periodic
trajectory will perform several missions. The and product
of the Orpheus Program will be a series of Orpheus vehicles,
each designed to perform specific missions in periodic tra-
jectories. For each vehicle, the Orpheus Program will
specify the missions, the detailed design of the craft --
booster, payload, manned or unmanned, etc,, — and the
anticipated launch date. Figure 1 depicts the various
stages of the Orpheus Program.
Periodic Trajectories
The extension of manned space flight from near-earth
orbits to cislunar and interplanetary space requires an
understanding of the mechanics of flight in cislunar and
interplanetary space. Fo some years, we have been Inves-
t!goting various mathematical models of cislunar and inter-
planetary space, in order to obtain qualitative information
that will assist in mission planning. This mathematical
research, supported in part by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
and the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, was aimed
principally at discovering new trajectories and determining
their stability properties. One type of space trajectory
that is sometime, possible to discover and analyze mathe-
matically, also has considerable practical importance.
That is a periodic trajectory. A space vehicle placed in a
periodic trajectory retraces its path periodically witi,out
using any thrust except for minor navigation adjustments.
The most familiar examples of trajectories which are
essentially periodic are near-earth satellite orbits, the
moon es orbit around the earth, and the paths of the planets
around the sun. These particular trajectories are derived
from the two-body problem of celestial mechanics, wherein
a small probe or space vehicle moves in the grovitational
field of a second body which is massive by comparison to
the first body.
To obtain an adequate description of the forces that
determine the motion of a vehicle in cislunar and inter-
planetary space, we must investigate the 3-, 4-, and n-
body models of celestial mechanics. Perhaps the most
famous of these models is the restricted three-body model,
wherein two massive hodies move on circles at constant
angular speed ob€>ut their L jrycanter, and o third body,
weightless by comparison, ► -►ovos subject to their forces.
This model exhibits the cli­
 4cal librotion points, as well
as cortnin periodic arbih it the vicinity of tho librotion
points. Of more importance to our Orpheus Program, how-
ever, in-e the periodic trajectories the- oncomposs both of
the massive bodies of the restricted th,.,d-body model. If
we lot the two massive bodies represent the earth and the
moon, these periodic trajectory indicate possible flight
paths for Orpheus vehicles in cislunar space. NASA
originally contemplated using periodic cislunar trajectories
to take micrometeoroid somp.los prior to the Apollo flights,
This application, called Cislunar Pegasus by NASA, would
fit into our Orpheus Program under the experim4kital station
project. Oor present research for NASA and AFOSR In-
cludes the rrot±iemotical investigation of the stability of
these cislunar periodic trajectories. Our own Orpheus
Progrcm , 6t investigate opplications of these periodic
orbits to mony cislunar space missions. Later on, the
Orpheus Program will consider interplanetary missions.
Cislunar mission assignments to be investigated for
Orpheus vehicles Include;
Unmanned supply dop ,D for replenishing manned
vehicles,
Mnnned and unmanned experimental stations, for
scientific research acid as testing laboratories for
flight equipment for later interplanetary missions.
Manned and unmanned observation stations, includ-
ing earth and moon surveillance, weather observa-
tion stations, and satellite inspection.
Unmanned communication stations, and navigation
stations.
Manned and unmanned space flight safety vehicles.
Space Flight Safety Operation
The intention in the Orpheus Program is for the space
flight safety operation to provide outside assistance to
another space vehicle, say an Apollo, In a reasonably short
0me, using equipment that also performs other useful
missions. The Orpheus vehicle would be on station in its
assigned periodic orbit and the launching of a manned
Apollo vehicle would be timed to insure that the Apollo
trajectory between the earth and the moon would always
be "close enough" to the Orpheus orbit in case the Apollo
needs help, The Orpheus may be manned or unmanned,
and may be large enough to retrieve the Apollo ostronauts
or may simply contain supplies, life support equipment and
spare parts. The Orpheus Program will uidmately rec.)m-
mendbooster-capsule configurations and their optimum
distribution in the periodic orbits to insure space flight
safety in the most efficient and most economical manner.
The Orpheus, upon receiving a distress signal from the
Apollo, will leave it's periodic orbit and move to inter-
cept the Apollo. This is the key feature of our space flight
safety concept. The time required for the Orpheus to
intercept and rendezvous ,.vith the Apollo is critical, and
depends on the relative prt-ximity of the two vehicles when
trouble occurs on the Apo l lo, and also, on the fuel capa-
city of the Orpheus. 'rhe space flight safety operation is
illustrated in Figure 2, wl-ich shows schematically the
sequence of positions of mi Orpheus vehicle prior to can
Apollo (manned space vehicle) launch, at the time of the
Apollo lnunrh, cued during the er,wtje maneuvers. Fo,low-
ing rendezvous with the Apollo, the future flight plans of
both veli les will be determined by the designated command
pilot after his appraisal of the abort situation. if the Apollo
can be restort:d to flight readiness condition, it will pro-
bobly continue on its original lunar flight. The Orpheus
will then resume a modified mission in a new periodic orbit,
depending on the amount of fuel remaining. If the decision
is made to terminate the Apollo mission, the astronauts may
return directly to earth using the Apollo vehicle or the
Orpheus, or they may coast back to earth on a slower orbit.
Rescue procedures and ensuing flight plans for both vehicles
will depend on many things -- the nature of the abort sit-
uc,8on and the flight condition of the Apollo, the physical
condition of the astronauts, the capacity of the Orpheus
vehicle and it's fuel loading, and whether the Orpheus is
manned or unmanned. These and many other factors wi I l
be thoroughly studied as part of the Orpheus space flight
safety project. We expect that standard operational pro-
cedures will evolve for different abort situations, and that
every astronaut will be trained in carrying out these
procedures. Of course, if the Apollo does not require help,
the Orpheus vehicle will remain in its periodic orbit and
retrace its path around the earth and the moon while per-
forming its regularly assigned missions.
In Figure 2, the Orpheus vehicle's periodic path is
shown in a reference frame that rotates about the earth with
the some speed as the moon. The moon is stationary in this
reference frame, and the motion of the Orpheus relative to
the earth-moon line is easily seen. The periodic orbit
shown has a big loop behind the earth which we will refer
to as the outer leg. The Orpheus will not be in a favorable
position while on the outer leg to assist an Apollo vehicle,
whose trajectory runs fairly parallel to the earth-moon line
in this reference frame. The time that the Orpheus spends
on its inner leg (that portion encompassing the earth and
moon) is obviously on imporeant factor in the selection of
the appropriate periodic orbit. Tht: rotating reference
frame of Figure 2 is also the
	 frame of the rostrict-
ed three-body model. Some periodic orbits found in the
restricted three-body mode,) §ave been classified according
to certain characteristics, ,
 and analyzed to determine
properties of interest in mission planning, such as the
period, the closest approach to the earth and to the moon,
and the time spent on the inner leg. These properties have
been documenteu by Dr. W.E.  Causey at NASAd Marshall
Space Flight Center for certain periodic orbits.
A periodic orbit to be used in conjunction with a space
flight safety operation should have a short period, to pro-
vide coverage for more frequent Apollo launches. The
Orpheus should also span the distance between the earth
and the moon in roughly the same time as the Apollo, to
give uniform coverage — that is, the time spent on the
inner leg should be small. Consistent with these time re-
quirements, the inner leg of the periodic orbit should lie
as close as possible to the Apollo trajectory. We have
selected for preliminary examination a periodic orbit that
meets some of these specifications fairly well, and have
studied its feasibility as an orbit for space flight safety.
Our object here has not been to select a "best" orbit in
any sense, but only to determine whether known periodic
orbits have any potential for a space flight safety operation.
It will be apparent that the orbit we it::ve selected could
be improved upon, and that is our intention in the Orpheus
Program.
The periodic Orpheus trajectory we hove examined is
shown in a rotating reference frame in Figure 3. Its oppeor-
once in a fixed reference system, having its center at the
earth, is illustrated partially in Figure 4, where we hove
drawn one complete segment corresponding to a full revolu-
tion in the rotating frame, together with part of anoiher
segment to show how the segments cre displaced on succeed-
ing passes around the moon. Both figures are informative.
The Orpheus vehicle has two close appronches to the earth,
at an altitude of 33x700 miles, for each close approach to
the moon. The vehicle passes behind the moon at 900 miles
altitude at regular intervals of 565 hours, or approximately
every 23 1/2 days. The time spent by Orpheus on the inner
leg of Its trajectory -- from close approach to the earth,
around the moon, and back to its second close approach to
the earth — is about 180 hours. This is roughly 1/3 of the
total Orpheus period, Because the Orpheus period is not
a multiple of the period of the moan's orbit about the earth,
each segment of the Orpheus trajectory is rotated, in the
fixed reference system, on each encounter with the moon.
The shape of each segment will be the some. The angle
through which each segment is displaced on each lunar
encounter is equal to WT, where w is the angular speed
of the moon in its orbit, and T is the period of the
Orpheus trajectory in the rotating system of Figure 3. Thus
during the time interval T required for a complete revolu-
tion in the rotating frame, the angle subtended at the earth
by the Orpheus vehicle in the fixed system has advanced
through the angle wT, and so has the angle subtended by
the moon.
We also show in Figures 3 and 4 on Apollo trajectory
which impacts the moon 61 hours after injection into its
translunar flight. The injection point is denoted as
"launch" in the figures. This is a quicker trip than the
Orpheus flight, so the Orpheus will have to "lead" the
Apollo, at the time of the Apollo launch, in order to
avoid lagging behind the Apollo during most of the flight.
This will result in poor coverage of the Apollo early in its
flight, particularly with the r:rrpheus trajectory we have
chosen. A better Orpheus trojectory would lie closer to
the earth. However, the present one will give us on
indication of the speed with which an Orpheus vehicle
can rendezvous with an Apollo or other vehicle in earth-
moon flight, and that is our present objective.
With the Orpl.cus vehicle "leading" the Apollo as
indicated in Figures 3 and 4, the time required for the
Orpheus to intercept and rendezvous with the Apollo has
been calculated according to the relative positions of the
two vehicles at different times throughout their translunar
flights. If the Orpheus leaves its trajectory at the 20th
hour of the Apollo flight, and moves to intercept the
Apollo, rendezvous of the two vehicles will take place in
8 hours using an impulsive velocity increment of 6000 feet
per second. This amount of thrust would be available to
a hypothetical Orpheus vehicle composed of an Agena
booster and a Gemini capsule. If the Orpheus vehicle
had an impulsive thrust of 10,000 feet per second, easily
attainable with an Apollo Command/Service Module, the
intercept and rendezvous time would be reduced to less
than five hours at the 20th hour of the Apollo flight.
If the intercept maneuver were to start at the 10th
hour of the Apollo flight, rendezvous would be accom-
plished in 10 hours, using 6000 feet per second impulsive
thrust, and in 6 1/2 hours, using 10,000 feet per second.
rI
i
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At the 30th hour of the Apollo flight, when the two vehicles
are closer together than even at the 20th hour, rendezvous
times reduce to 6 hours at 6000 feet per second, and 3 1/2
hours at 10,000 feet per second.
These calculations show that it is possible to get out-
side gssistance to a manned space vehicle in a reasonable
time using impulsive thrust attainable with boosters and
capsules already operational or currently under test.
Accordingly, we feel that this Orpheus concept for
space flight safety should be vigorously pursued in order to
achieve operational space Wight safety procedures as quick-
ly as possible. We recommend three steps for achieving an
early space flight safety operation.
1. launch an experimental satellite now to demon-
strate the Orpheus concept and to evaluate current
electronic systems hardware in extended life tests.
This vehicle could also perform useful environmen-
tal experiments to check out the cislunar environ-
ment for radiation and micrometeoroid hazards.
2. Design equipment specifically for Orpheus duty —
by that we mean operation and restart capability
for periods of at least one year. Also investigate
possible booster and capsule combinations that may
serve as Orpheus vehicles, using equipment already
designed wherever possible. Structural modifica-
tions should be avoided if possible.
3. Pursue the current Orpheus Program analysis which
will include the investigation of improved Orpheus
trojectoriei as well as the investigation of techni-
ques and methods to be employed in Orpheus
space flight safety operations. These techniques
will include the use of lifeboats to sustain astro-
nauts during rescue operations and to possibly tow
astronauts back to earth. The use of an empty
Saturn S-IVB fuel tank to provide assistance and
maintenance to manned space vehicles will be
studied. Several manned space vehicles could
possibly dock to the S-IVB tank at one time. It
has also been suggested that the Orpheus vehicle
be deployed temporarily in a lunar orbit as a
safety precaution to astronauts during the hazardous
descent and ascent phases of the lunar mission.
These and other procedures are to be investigated
and ultimately coordinated into the integrated
Orpheus space flight safety operation.
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